**(See the major article by Campo et al on pages 957--65.)**

Methods for investigating outbreaks of hepatitis C virus (HCV) have evolved since the discovery of the virus in 1989. Early investigations focused on epidemiological evidence such as likelihood of exposure, risk factors, temporal information, and serological evidence to identify members of an outbreak \[[@JIV543C1]--[@JIV543C3]\]. Streamlined nucleic acid sequencing methods provided an important means of verifying suspected transmission events, and, over time, sequencing has become a standard outbreak investigation tool \[[@JIV543C4]--[@JIV543C6]\]. When the viral sequences from different individuals are found to be identical or very similar, the probability is very high that those individuals are part of the same transmission chain. Unfortunately, interpreting the relationship between viral sequences in different individuals is not always straightforward.

RNA viruses such as HCV mutate very rapidly causing the sequences between the source and recipient of a transmission to quickly diverge. The magnitude of this divergence depends on the amount of time elapsed and on the region of the virus sequenced. This story is further complicated by the fact that, because of this rapid evolutionary rate, individuals are actually infected with entire swarms of nonidentical but closely related HCV variants, termed quasispecies \[[@JIV543C7]\]. Quasispecies are composed of one or a few majority variants, along with several minority variants. Sanger-based consensus sequencing can be used to identify the major HCV variants in an individual, but it is not always the major variants that establish infection in a new host following transmission \[[@JIV543C8], [@JIV543C9]\]. These features complicate HCV outbreak investigations, hampering efforts to develop standard methods for differentiating outbreaks from sporadic or unrelated infections.

The report by Campo et al in this issue of *The Journal of Infectious Diseases* attempts to tackle these issues by using an impressive sample set comprising 127 cases from 32 previously well-characterized HCV outbreaks. In the past, many HCV outbreaks have been investigated using sequencing; however, the viral genes sequenced, the analytical methods used, and the criteria used to define members of an outbreak varied from study to study \[[@JIV543C4], [@JIV543C5], [@JIV543C10], [@JIV543C11]\]. The study by Campo et al is the first comprehensive sequencing-based analysis that attempts to evaluate a large number of well-defined HCV outbreaks to identify standard genetic criteria that can be applied to investigate future outbreaks.

In addition to this rare sample set, the authors used end-point limiting-dilution polymerase chain reaction analysis to obtain sequences from multiple clones of the HCV hypervariable 1 region in each individual (approximately 40 clones/individual). This resulted in a data set that represents the quasispecies population in each individual more accurately than consensus sequencing. The relationship between each person\'s population of sequences was evaluated using 3 measures of genetic distance: (1) Hamming distance, (2) Nei-Tamura distance, and (3) patristic distance. The minimal distance between all variants, the average distance, and the distance between major variants was determined for each of the 3 measures. The goal was to determine which criteria allowed for the greatest differentiation between members of an outbreak versus unrelated cases.

As expected, many sequences (20.86%) from different people within the same outbreak were identical; however, many sequences differed by 1 or more nucleotides. When the genetic distances between different sequence populations were compared, minimal Hamming distance and minimal patristic distance were found to have the greatest ability to differentiate outbreak from nonoutbreak cases. This finding has important implications for future outbreak investigations. Firstly, the finding that Hamming distance (ie, the number of nucleotide differences between 2 sequences) performs just as well as patristic distance and simplifies the process of future outbreak investigations. Currently, many sequence-based outbreak investigations use phylogenetic methods, including consideration of patristic distance, to investigate the relationship between sequences. This requires a certain level of expertise, and the process can be very time-consuming depending on the software used and the number of sequences interrogated. Hamming distance, on the other hand, is relatively easy to calculate and appears to provide both the performance and speed required in an outbreak investigation. Secondly, the fact that the minimum distance between sequence populations performs best for differentiating outbreak from nonoutbreak cases exemplifies the importance of obtaining several sequences per individual as opposed to 1 sequence per individual. When the distance between major variants is the sole consideration (ie, with consensus sequencing), transmission events involving minority HCV variants can be missed.

A minimal Hamming distance of 3.77% was identified as the threshold that captured all members of an outbreak with 100% accuracy. In theory, any laboratory aiming to investigate an outbreak could apply this threshold to their data set, provided that they sequence the same genetic region used in this study. This method also provides a means for investigating the source of an outbreak. The authors found that, in cases where the source was known, the intrahost diversity in the source was always greater than in the other members of an outbreak. This is related to the fact that HCV diversity increases over time and that, in general, the individual in an outbreak who has been infected the longest will display the greatest intrahost diversity. However, caution must be exercised when interpreting these data because if the source of an outbreak is not sampled, the member of an outbreak with the greatest duration of infection could be falsely implicated as the source.

One potential limitation of the method presented by Campo et al is the requirement to obtain multiple sequences for each individual in an outbreak. Sequencing several clones for each sample can be a time-consuming task, depending on the number of people implicated. As an alternative, the authors determined that the 3.77% threshold was also applicable for identifying members of an outbreak, using deep-sequencing data. In fact, because of a greater sampling of variants in each individual, deep sequencing improved the sensitivity of transmission detection, owing to an increase in the number of variants found to have a distance below the threshold. Increased widespread use of deep sequencing is resulting in standardization of laboratory protocols and bioinformatics methods, dropping costs, and increasing numbers of samples that can be concurrently multiplexed \[[@JIV543C12], [@JIV543C13]\]. Thus deep sequencing is expected to play a more prominent role in future outbreak investigations.

The method presented in this study will undoubtedly have great utility in investigating nosocomial outbreaks of HCV infection, but perhaps its greatest impact could be to identify transmission networks of HCV among high-risk populations, such as in people who inject drugs \[[@JIV543C14]\]. With the approval of highly effective anti-HCV therapies, the opportunity to eliminate HCV is becoming a real possibility. Because of limited financial resources, these new treatment options are often prioritized to individuals with advanced liver damage. However, arguments have also been made for using HCV antivirals as a means of preventing onward HCV transmission (ie, for treatment as prevention) \[[@JIV543C15]\]. Indeed, reducing the incidence of HCV infection in high-risk populations will likely be one of the greatest challenges to HCV elimination.

Sequencing and phylogenetic methods may provide a means for identifying clusters of individuals at the greatest risk of HCV transmission \[[@JIV543C16]--[@JIV543C18]\]. However, phylogenetic methods are often limited by a lack of standardized criteria for defining transmission clusters. An outbreak investigation tool, such as that developed by Campo et al, combined with a population-level sequencing approach, could be used to pinpoint populations at high risk of HCV transmission for targeted treatment, care, and harm reduction.

Caution is always required when applying sequencing methods to outbreak investigations, as these tools also have the potential to breach patient confidentiality and falsely implicate individuals in an outbreak. Investigating outbreaks requires supporting epidemiological evidence, engagement of appropriate public health officials, and careful consideration of how to engage implicated individuals.

The method presented by Campo et al is an important addition to our outbreak investigation tool kit. It highlights the value of using well-characterized data sets to validate new experimental methods. It is also an excellent example of how modern sequencing-based approaches can be used to support and improve public health.
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